Die Kristallstruktur des synthetischen Zeolites (K,Ba)-G,2> bei Zimmertemperatur, mit einem Zellinhalt von K2.7Ba7.es [Alx 8 Sii8072] · 23HaO, wurde mittels genauer Pulverdaten bestimmt. Der Zeolith ist hexagonal mit den Gitterkonstanten ο = 18,70 Ä und c = 7,50 Ä. Die Stuktur wurde unter der Annahme der Raumgruppe PH/mmm bis zu einem Ä(7)-Wert von 0,13 verfeinert.
Introduction
In 1964 BARBER and MARSHALL reported the synthesis of a synthetic Ba zeolite, called Ba-G, which had no natural counterpart. BARRER and MAINWARING (1972) repeated this synthesis using The material investigated was synthesized using as starting material a metakaolinite which contained some anatase as impurity. Therefore the intensity of the lines 410, 422, (513/810), 004, (404/703/ 533/910/650) and (623/642) had to be corrected approximately for overlap with anatase lines.
For purposes of Fourier synthesis, values of F0\M were assigned which were proportional to the calculated structure amplitudes (BROTJSSARD and SHOEMAKER, 1960) .
Determination and refinement of the structure
There are three framework structures or structure proposals which have approximately the cell dimensions of (K,Ba)-G,-£ and which also explain qualitatively the observed sorption properties. These are the frameworks of zeolite L (BARRER and VILLIGER, 1969a) , the second proposal considered by these authors for zeolite L, and a third structure not considered at that time. In the present work this third structure was ruled out because the required extinctions were not observed.
For both the remaining proposals initial framework coordinates were calculated with the aid of the distances least-squares program DLS (METER and VILLIGER, 1969 ) using a mean (Si, ΑΙ)-Ο distance of 1.681 Ä corresponding with the observed Si/ΔΙ ratio of 1. However, right from the start the refinement of the second proposal did not progress very well and it was soon evident that the structure of (K,Ba)-G,Zi must indeed be based on the L-type framework.
If one does not distinguish between Si and Al the highest possible symmetry for the L-type framework is PGjmmm. This space group was used during the whole structure determination. The first threedimensional difference Fourier maps were based on the distance least-squares (DLS) framework coordinates and an overall temperature factor of 3.0 Ä 2 . They showed two rather high peaks Ba(l) and Ba(2). The first one is located in the cancrinite cage and the second midway between two adjacent cancrinite cages. In addition a somewhat smaller peak, later called (K,B a ). was found in the main channel, in front of the eight-membered ring. Including Ba(l) and Ba(2) as fully occupied and (K,Ba) as half occupied Ba positions reduced the R(I) value 1 from the relatively high initial value of 0.76 to 0.34. From further three-dimensional F Q and F c maps shifts were calculated for positional parameters of the framework atoms and the occupancy factors of the cation positions were adjusted.
For reasons discussed later the determination of water positions proved to be difficult. Nevertheless, two fairly distinct peaks, I and II, were located near the cation position (K,Ba). They were included using the scattering factor of oxygen. Further difference and F 0 maps showed a number of small additional peaks, most of them overlapping, nearer to the centre of the main channel. Instead of including all these positions with a low occupancy, it was decided to insert only the most relevant peaks and to allow their temperature factors to become rather high if necessary. This was thought to be justified since it helped to keep the number of parameters to a minimum without really limiting the information which it is possible to deduce from the available data. Thus only three further sites III, IV and V were included, the last of which disappeared during the course of the refinement. The least-squares refinement was then commenced with the aid of the ORFLS computer programme (BUSING, MARTIN and LEVY, 1967) adapted for powder data. The function minimized was:
where Wj is the weighting factor and Lpt is the Lorentz and polarisation factor. Since the cation position (K, Ba) had a comparatively low occupancy using the scattering factor of Ba 2+ , it was concluded that Table 3 . Interatomic distances (estimated standard deviations in brackets) most of the K + must be accommodated in this position. During the final least-squares cycles a mixed scattering factor was therefore used, corresponding to a K/Ba ratio of 1. The refinement finally stopped at the R(I) value of 0.13 for the observed reflections, which corresponds with a conventional R(F) value of 0.10. A final difference Fourier map showed no significant peak. The final atom parameters with their estimated standard deviations are shown in Table 2 . Those interatomic distances which are of interest are assembled in Table 3 . Lastly, Table 4 contains the calculated and observed values for the corrected intensities.
Results and discussion
Framework Although the L-type framework has been described in detail elsewhere (BARRER and VILLIGER, 1969 a; MEIER and OLSON, 1971) a stereoscopic drawing is presented in Fig. 1 . It shows clearly how the columns consisting of cancrinite cages joined by bridges of six oxygen atoms are linked to form the large main channel with its twelvemembered ring windows. Since the sample of (K,Ba)-G,L examined is more aluminous than zeolite (Na,K)-L, its a cell dimension is increased by 0.3 Ä. Apart from this, no significant differences were found between the two framework structures. This was anticipated because the framework is fairly rigid. The overall mean (Si, Al)-Ο distance was found to be 1.67 A. Within the limits of error, this is in agreement with the expected value of 1.681 A for a Si/Al ratio of 1 (Rxbbe and Gibbs, 1969) . However, the (Si, ΑΙ)-Ο distances of the (Si,Al)(l) tetrahedra are significantly shorter and this might suggest a concentration of Si in the twelve-membered ring. This would be similar to the conclusion Gard and Τ ait (1972) drew in their discussion of the structure of ofFretite. Offretite possesses the same columns of cancrinite cages joined by six oxygen bridges as in zeolite L. But such a conclusion is not possible in the present caee. According to Loewenstetn's rule (1954) Si and Al have to alternate in a framework with a Si/Al ratio of 1. It is therefore most likely that these shortenings of the (Si/Al)-Ο distances are due to symmetry restrictions and averaging by the assumed high symmetry. The restrictions are more severe for the atoms in the twelve-membered ring than they are for the atoms in the hexagonal prisms.
Cations
Three different cation sites were located. They are shown in Fig. 1 . Position Ba(l) in the centre of the cancrinite cage is fully occupied by Ba 2+ ions. On the other hand, position Ba(2), midway between the centres of two adjacent cancrinite cages was found to have only fractional occupancy. This could of course mean that some K + ions also occupy this position. However, most of the 2.7 Κ per unit cell indicated by the chemical analysis are thought to be located in the position (K,Ba), in front of the boat-shaped eight-membered ring. This is the only cation position that lies in the main channel and which is therefore exchangeable. It was refined assuming a K/Ba ratio of 1 and a final fractional occupancy factor of 0.73 was obtained. On the above assumption this corresponds with 2.2 K + per unit cell.
All the three cation positions described have also been found in zeolite L. They account in terms of electrons for 87 °/0 of the cations found by chemical analysis. The remaining cations (corresponding approximately with one Ba 2+ per unit cell) are probably distributed in the main channel. In contrast to zeolite (Na,K)-L (BARREK and VILLIGER, 1969 a) and natural offiretite (GARD and TAIT, 1971 ) no scattering matter was found in the hexagonal prism. The shortest distances between cations and framework oxygen atoms are listed in Table 3 . They compare favourably with Ba-Ο distances found in other Ba aluminosilicates such as celsian (NEWNHAM and MEGAW, 1960) and harmotome (SADANAGA, MARUMO and TAK£UCHI, 1961) . In these structures the ranges of Ba-Ο distances are 2.67 Ä-3.14 A and 2.77 A -3.26 A respectively.
Zeolitic water
As mentioned earlier, the determination of meaningful water positions was not possible. The main reasons for this are as follows. It appears that the larger the cavities and channels of zeolites, the less fixed are the water molecules at particular positions. The water becomes more fluid-like the further away it is from the framework. Accordingly, GRÄMLICH (1971) , for example, found it very difficult to locate and refine meaningful water positions in the main channel of natural mordenite. At the same time, it is likely that the arrangement of the water molecules does not possess the high symmetry assumed for the refinement of the framework. This would also result in smearing out some positions. In addition, the partial occupancy of position (K, Ba) suggests that the arrangement of the water positions may vary depending on the presence or absence of a cation. For these reasons the refined water positions, especially the sites III and IV, cannot be taken as accurately representing the locations of fixed water molecules. To give some idea, however, of the water distribution are proportional to the electron density. The cation position (K,Ba) is also shown a stereoscopic drawing of the electron density in the main channel is given in Fig. 2 . The F0 map for this figures was calculated using the final coordinates.
Si,Al distribution
It has been noted earlier that the true symmetry of (K, Ba)-G,Z/ must be lower than P6/mmm. The ratio between the number of observations and the number of variables was 2.8 (3.3 when including unobserved reflections) which would only just allow a symmetry reduction of the order of 2. On the other hand an ordered Si/Al distribution would not only require a reduction in symmetry but also a doubling of the c cell constant. However no evidence was found in the powder pattern for a doubled unit cell.
It is interesting to note, that while (Na,K)-L crystallizes with a Si/AL ratio of 2.5-3.5 (BEECK and FLANIGEN, 1967) , (K,Ba)-G,Ir can evidently form with a ratio of 1. This behaviour can perhaps be explained by the total number of cation sites available. These are the three positions already discussed totalling 11 per unit cell plus a possible position in the centres of the hexagonal prisms which adds two more. Therefore in an L-type structure having 36 (Si, Al) tetrahedra per unit cell and containing only monovalent cations (e.g. Na,K) the minimum Si/Al ratio would be 1.8. Since it is often found that cation positions in zeolites are only partially occupied it is expected, and observed, that the ratio Si/Al can exceed 1.8. On the other hand when divalent ions (e.g. Ba) are present as in (K,Ba)-G,L, although no hexagonal prism sites were occupied, the remaining 11 positions per unit cell easily allow for Si/Al ratios from 1 upwards.
